86-95 Suzuki Denso Spark Plug Service
(SKU# SER-SPD)

Installation Instructions

Suggested Tools:
CAUTION: Safety glasses should be
worn at all times when working with
vehicles and related tools and
equipment.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spark Plug Socket
Ratchet
Extension
Spark Plug Gap Gauge
Dielectric Grease
Anti-Seize Compound
Torque Wrench (Optional)

Parts of a Spark Plug

Porcelain Insulator

Threads

Center Electrode

Plug Gap

Ground Electrode

Figure A

Step 1

Step 2

If the engine is hot let it cool for at least
30 minutes.

Check and set the gap (Dimension A) on
all the new spark plugs.

Caution: If plugs are removed from a
hot engine expensive cylinder head
damage could result.

Note: Plug Gap Specification can be
found in the owners manual or a service
manual.

Caution:

Step 3

Never drop spark plugs or handle
carelessly. The porcelain insulator is
easily cracked.
If the porcelain
becomes cracked, the spark plug will
likely misfire. Never install a plug with
cracked or damaged porcelain insulator.

Check the plug gap on all the new spark
plugs by passing the appropriate size
wire gap gauge between the center and
ground electrodes. (See Figure A) There
should be a slight amount of friction.
Note: Spark Plug Gap is .027 - .031” on
the 1987 Suzuki Samurai we used for
these instructions.

Step 3 Continued

Step 3 Continued

If gap is too wide, bend the ground
electrode as shown.

If gap is too narrow, bend the ground
electrode as shown.

Bending
Tool

Wire Gauge

Preferred

Tech Tip
The spark plug gaper pictured above is
the one we prefer, but there are many
acceptable designs on the market. The
most important features are the wire (as
apposed to flat) gauge and the bending
tool.

Tech Tip
As you remove the spark plugs from the engine inspect each one and keep track of
which cylinder they came from. Much can be learned by the appearance of the
plugs.

Wire
Boot

Tech Tip - Caution

Step 4

We recommend removing and replacing
one spark plug at a time as opposed to
removing all of them at once. Following
this advice will reduce the risk of getting
spark plug wires crossed. If the plug
wires are not returned to the exact same
cylinder as before, the engine will not
run right.

Disconnect the spark plug wire.
Caution:
To reduce the risk of
damaging the spark plug wire, always
grip the wire by the boot. Never pull on
the wire itself.

Step 5
Tech Tip
Always use a spark plug socket. A
spark plug socket has a rubber grommet
on the inside, six sides (or points), and
often has a hex head on the top for
limited access spark plugs.

Remove the spark plug.
Caution: When loosening or tightening
spark plugs, always support the
extension as you turn the ratchet.
Failure to follow this practice will likely
result in spark plug porcelain damage.

Step 6

Step 7

Apply anti-seize compound to the
threads of the spark plug.

Install a new spark plug and torque to
14.5 to 21.5 ft. lbs.

Note: Anti-Seize makes future spark
plug removal easier and reduces the
risk of cylinder head damage.

Note:
If you do not have a torque
wrench you can finger tighten the spark
plug and then continue tightening 3/8 of
a turn.

Step 8 Optional

Step 9

Apply a small amount of dielectric
grease in side the boot of the plug wire.
This helps to waterproof the connection
and helps with future plug wire removal.

Note: Push the wire on the plug until
you feel it snap into place.

Install the plug wire.

Step 10

Step 11

Repeat the above procedure on the
remaining 3 spark plugs.

Start the engine and check for smooth
operation.

Congratulations!

You have
successfully replaced the spark plugs.
We hope these instructions were
helpful.

As always, If you experience any difficulty during the installation of this product
please contact Low Range Off-Road Technical Support at 801-805-6644 M-F
8am-5pm MST. Thank you for purchasing from Low Range Off-Road.

These instructions are designed as a general installation guide. Installation of many Low Range
Off-Road products require specialized skills such as metal fabrication, welding and mechanical
trouble shooting. If you have any questions or are unsure about how to proceed, please contact
our shop at 801-805-6644 or seek help from a competent fabricator. Using fabrication tools such
as welders, torches and grinders can cause serious bodily harm and death. Please operate
equipment carefully and observe proper safety procedures.
Rock crawling and off-road driving are inherently dangerous activities. Some modifications will
adversely affect the on-road handling characteristics of your vehicle. All products sold by Low
Range Off-Road are sold for off road use only. Any other use or application is the responsibility
of the purchaser and/or user. Some modifications and installation of certain aftermarket parts may
under certain circumstances void your original dealer warranty. Modification of your vehicle may
create dangerous conditions, which could cause roll-overs resulting in serious bodily injury or
death. Buyers and users of these products hereby expressly assume all risks associated with any
such modifications and use.
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